LITTLE-KNOWN FACTS ABOUT COFFEE EXPERTS

You may not know it, but just like the rich, famous and powerful, you can have a special taster ensuring the quality of the coffee you drink.

That’s because top coffee producers such as Community Coffee use what are known as “certified Q graders” to taste test their beverage before they sell it to you.

Becoming certified is far from easy, however. The Coffee Quality Institute and the Specialty Coffee Association of America offer classes and test and retest graders every three years. The Q grader license is recognized as the highest certification a coffee cupper can receive in the coffee industry. A person must pass rigorous testing, including a written test plus “cupping” and sensory evaluations.

All that to make sure your next cup of coffee is as great as you expect it to be. You can learn more about Q graders at coffee-institute-dot-org and more about quality coffee at community-coffee-dot-com.